A SUMMER CAMP FOR GIRLS

WWW.STEM-STARS.COM

GEM
Girls Engineering Magnificence

End to End View
of Education

We begin with the
end in mind for
high level learning.

Summer Camp at Villa Joseph Marie
August 5-8, 2019, 9AM-12PM
Highlight of the
Summer

Rising 2nd through 6th Graders
In our camp, girls utilize critical thinking skills and project based learning to
focus on characteristics of STEM innovation: courage, conscientiousness,
long-term goals and endurance, resilience and excellence. This summer
focuses on three modules: CSL - Coding is a Second Language; Drones and
Obstacle Courses; Designing Mini Smart Homes.
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CSL

DRONES

MINI SMART HOMES

Coding is a Second
Language - a module to
teach SCRATCH
programming

Tello EDU drones teams program and
race drones through
obstacle courses

Girls think big as they
build mini smart homes
with tech gadgets and
green solutions

Book Today!

Register at www.stem-stars.com

We love seeing girls
happy and excited
and engaged.

Teamwork and
Success

We teach girls how
to think, lead and
achieve.

A SUMMER CAMP FOR GIRLS

WWW.STEM-STARS.COM

STEM Stars, LLC in partnership with Villa Joseph
Marie High School will host a STEM summer
program that turns curious girls into innovative
thinkers.
Every child can invent. Our summer program is
place where STEM concepts come to life. Led by
certified high school and elementary STEM
teachers, STEM Stars, LLC has tapped into kids
curiosity since 2016, giving them the opportunity
to become inventors through immersive teamwork
and hands-on creative problem-solving.

“Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought
for with ardor and diligence,” Abigail Adams.

Register online at
www.stem-stars.com
If you have any questions, please contact Christine Marsden at christinetoto@gmail.com or Stephanie
Gahagan at sgahagan@vjmhs.org.

JOURNEY INTO IMAGINATION
STEM education is essential to our country’s economic renewal as a world leader in scientific discovery
and technological innovation. To convince students to make STEM disciplines their life’s work, they
must feel a fascination for science and engineering.
As chemists we know that to transform a substance you need a
reaction. It’s the same way with education: to inspire students, we
have to fuel their imagination. We do experiments and investigate
the science behind how it all works.
The drive we know as scientific curiosity, that fire, that inspiration, has
always been ignited by teachers sharing their excitement for
discovery and investigation. We believe that it is our responsibility to
inspire our next generation of scientists.
www.stem-stars.com

Book Today!

Register at www.stem-stars.com

